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purpose of better illustrating the construc
To all, whom it may concern.
the same.
Be it known that I, WHITCOMBI. JUDSON, ...tionA ofrepresents
an ordinary shoe, provided
a citizen of the United States, residing at Chi. with the flaps a, and
tongue a'. The flaps 55
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi have eyelets a, forthe
co-operation with draw
nois, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Clasps for Fastening Shoes, cords, as will presently appear. The parts
&c.; and I do hereby declare the following to of the clasps are pivotally connected together,
be a full, clear, and exact description of the so that each series of parts in reality consti
invention, such as will enable others skilled tutes what may, for distinction, be called a
O in the art to which it appertains to make and chain. One chain of parts is connected to
one flap and the other chain of parts to the
use the same.
My invention relates to clasps, serviceable other flap.
for shoe fasteners, or other similar use, and is The particular sections or links of each
in the nature of an improvementin that class chain have projecting hooks which engage
of fasteners shown and described in my pend with the corresponding links or sections of
ing application, filed of date November 7, the other chain, for securing together the
1891, under Serial No. 411,155. In common flaps or other parts to be fastened. Each sec
with said former application, I employ herein tion or link is preferably constructed of a
a series of clasps securable to the flaps of the piece of steel wire or other suitable material,
shoes or other corresponding parts to be fas which is bent to form the pivot rod or body
tened, for securing the same together, and I portion b, constituting the longitudinal part
use in connection therewith a hand device of the link, the pivot eye b' for connection
similar to that shown in my former case for with the next adjacent link, the cord loop b', 75
automatically engaging or disengaging the for connection directly or indirectly with the
shoe flaps, and the transversely projecting
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entire series of clasps by a single continuous
movement. My present invention is, how
ever, directed particularly to the form of the
clasps or interlocking parts and to the means
for securing the same to the flaps of the shoes;
and consists in the novel features of construc
tion hereinafter fully described and particu
larly defined in the claims.
The invention is illustrated in the accom
panying drawings, wherein, like letters refer
ring to like parts throughout the several views,
Figure 1 is a plan view showing a portion
of the flaps of the shoe, with the interlocking
clasps secured thereto, and the hand device
in its locking action; and Fig. 2 is a trans
verse Section of the same taken on the line
XX of Fig. 2. Fig. 3 is a side elevation of
the hand device. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 are trans
verse vertical sections taken respectively, on
the lines X'X', XX and X8 X, of Fig. 4,
showing the action of the hand device on the
interlocking parts. Fig. 7 is a detail, in per
spective, showing one of the interlocking
parts of the series detached.
The parts shown in Figs, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
are all enlarged from their normal sizes, in
the proportions of about three to one, for the

hooks b, for interlocking with the corre
sponding link or section of the other chain.
The individual links or sections, as entire
ties are designated by the letter B.
The pivot eyeb' is so located, that when it
is connected with the opposite extremity of
the next adjacentlink or section, the said Con
necting joint between the links of the chain
will beat a point immediately inward of the
cord loops b. In virtue of this construction
and connection of the links, any one link or
section of the chain may be given an inde
pendent pivotal movementonits longitudinal
axis without any movement of the adjacent
sections, or of the chain as an entirety. This
fact particularly adapts the fastener to the
use of my particular form of hand device, for
locking or unlocking all the clasps, by a sin
gle continuous movement of the said hand 95
device longitudinally of the chains. It should
be also noted that the corresponding Sections
or links of the opposing chains are positioned
longitudinally, so as to break joints with each
other. Hence, the interlocking hooks b, of OO
the one chain, will stand opposite the central
portions or the pivot rods b, of the other
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chain, in position to engage there with, to lock
the parts together. This arrangement re
moves the necessity of a fine longitudinal ad
justment of the clasps, and will permit con
siderable play of said parts under the action
of the hand device or otherwise, without pre
venting or hindering their engagement.
Another important feature in the construc
tion and arrangement of the interlocking
parts lies in the fact that the engaging por
tions of the hooks bare turned upward and
are engaged with the pivot-rod b of the core
sponding section of the other chain, by an un
derhooking action, and are held in their en
gaged position by the upward pressure of the
foot against the tongue of the shoe. Hence, it
is not necessary to construct the engaging por
tions of the hooks b with return ends. They
are preferably made simply in the form of stop
lug projections which will resist lateral strain;
which fact permits the two parts of the clasps
or fasteners to be engaged without overdraw
ing the flaps beyond the position occupied by
the same when fastened together.
The chains are secured to the shoe flaps, in
my preferred construction, by the draw-cords
or lacing strings C, in engagement with the
cord loops b', on the links or sections of the
respective chains and the eyelets a on the re
3O spective shoe flaps. These lacing string con
nections give the very important advantage
of permitting either or both chains to be ad
justed in respect to the flaps, thereby secur
ing a perfect fit of the shoe to the foot and
35 an adjustment of the parts after they are
stretched from the wear or usage of the shoe.
Incidentally also, an appearance is produced
similar to that of a laced shoe.
D is the hand-device consisting of a mov
able guide provided with a finger piece d, and
having cam ways d' for permitting the pas
sage of the clasps, by the movement of the
guide from One end to the other of the series.
These camways are so shaped and related that
45 by the passage of the guide in one direction,
the clasps will be depressed and drawn to
gether and engaged; while by the passage of
the guide in the other direction, the clasps
Will be depressed, disengaged, and separated.
In other Words, one end of the guide has two
channels or grooves with flaring mouths for
receiving the two parts of the clasps when
opened or disengaged, and this may be called
the gathering or forward end of the guide, in
55 contradistinction to the other or rear end of
the guide, which has a single channel or cam
way with flaring mouth into which the two
camways of the said forward end converge.
In Fig. 2, the arrow indicates the movement
of the guide to effect the engagement of the
clasps, while by reversing the direction of its
movement, or, preferably by reversing the
guide end for end, and then moving it in the
same direction as before, over the engaged
clasps, the disengagement of the entire series
will be effected. In other words, a single con
tinuous movement of the hand device will

engage or disengage all the clasps. The con

struction of the said guide with converging
cam-ways and the action of the calm-Ways
upon the clasps in passing over the same are
illustrated in the sectional views 5, 6 and 7.
Fig. 5 shows the entering position at the for
ward or gathering end, Fig. 6 the intermedi
ate position, and Fig. 7 the delivery position
at the rear end, in the locking action. In the
unlocking action, Fig. 7 would illustrate the
entering and Fig. 5 the delivery position. In
this locking and unlocking action, under the
movement of the hand device, the pivot rod
portions l are raised to give the necessary
dip or angular depressions to the engaging
ends of the hooks b. The shoe flaps C and
the lacing strings C, will yield in respect to
the shoe and foot, to permit this action.
It will be seen, that the hand device D is
practically the same in principle of construc
tion and operation as the hand device fully
described and broadly claimed in my above
noted pending application. The only differ
ence is that the angle or dip is reversed, SO
that the clasps are depressed and underhooked
instead of being raised and overhooked as in
the other case.
It is obvious that if the adjustment of the
clasps with reference to the flaps is not de
sired, the loops b° of the interlocking sections
B may be secured directly to the said flaps,
as, for example, by engaging the same with
the eyelets Ct.
It is also evident that various other changes
in the details of construction and arrange
ment might be made, without departing from
the spirit of my invention.
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It will also be understood that while thein I o5

vention has been shown and described as ap

plied for fastening shoes, it is equally appli
cable for fastening gloves, mail-bags and gen
erally, wherever it is desired to detachably
connect a pair of adjacent flexible parts,
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let
ters Patent of the United States, is as follows:
1. A fastener for shoes, or similar uses, com
prising two series of links or sections respect
ively securable to the flaps to be fastened,
the links of each series being connected to
gether and provided with hooks constructed
to interlock with the links of the oppositese
ries, substantially as described.
2. A fastener for shoes, or similar uses, com
prising two series of links or sections respect
ively securable to the two shoe flaps or other
parts to be fastened, the links of each series
being pivoted together by swiveled joints
and provided with hooks constructed to inter
lock with the links of the opposite series, sub
stantially as described.
3. A fastener for shoes, or similar uses, com
prising two series of connected links or sec
tions respectively securable to the flaps or
other parts to be fastened, the links of each
series being provided with upwardly project
ing hooks constructed to engage by an under
hooking action, whereby they may be retained
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in engagement by pressure from beneath,
substantially as described.
4. A fastener for shoes, or similar uses, com
prising two series of links or sections respect
ively securable to the flaps to be fastened,
the links of each series being connected by
SWiveled joints and each constructed with a
longitudinal rod portion and a transversely
projecting hook adapted to engage with the
O rod portion of the corresponding link in the
Opposite Series, substantially as described. .
5. A fastener for shoes or similar use, com
prising two series of links or sections, re
Spectively, securable to the flaps, the corre

or both members of the clasps to the parts to 25
be fastened, whereby the entire series of
clasps may be adjusted at will, relatively to
said parts substantially as and for the pur
pose set forth.
7. The combination with the shoe flaps a', 30
or other corresponding parts to be fastened,
provided with the eyelets a, of the fastener
consisting of two series of sections or links
securable
one to each of said flaps and com
posed each of the pivotally connected sections 35
B, consisting of the pivot-rods b having the
pivot-eyes b', the cord loops b° and the hooks
b', operating as described, and the draw-cords
C passing through the loops band the flap
eyelets a, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.
w
In testimony whereof affix my signature in

sponding sections of which are arranged to
break joints with each other, each of the said
Sections being formed with the pivot rod b,
having at one end the pivot-eyeb', and at the
other the loop band the projecting interlock presence of two witnesses.
ing hookb, connected and operating, substan
WHITCOMB
tially as described.
Witnesses:
6. The combination with a series of clasps
S. C. DAVIS,
for fastening adjacent parts, such as shoe
flaps, of a draw cord or cords, connecting one
A. I. SMITH.

L. JUDSON.

